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I.          ACTION ITEMS: 


 
1. Minutes from the January 17, 2019 Graduate Council meeting (Enclosure 1). 
 
MAJOR: 
 
2. Proposal from the College of Design, Construction and Planning for a modification of the curriculum for the 


major in Landscape Architecture for the Master of Landscape Architecture (#13329).  Dr. Maria Gurucharri will 
be present for discussion (Enclosure 2). 


 


POLICY: 


 


3. GRE Policy Affirmation.  Dr. Paul Duncan will be present for discussion (Enclosure 3). 
 


 
II.   INFORMATION ITEM: 
  


4. Graduate Programs – Distance or Self-Funded (No new items) 








 


 


Motion:   Graduate Council affirms a proposed change in current University of Florida and Graduate 


School policy requiring the submission of official Graduate Record Examination (GRE), Graduate 


Management Admission Test (GMAT), or other comparable standardized test scores as part of the 


application for admission to any graduate degree program at the University of Florida.  Specifically, 


graduate degree-granting academic units, with the concurrence of the College(s) in which they reside, 


will determine and promulgate their admission requirements regarding GRE, GMAT or other 


standardized test scores, for Master’s degree programs,  effective with the application and admission 


processes for students who will begin Master’s degree programs on or after July 1, 2020,  


 


The Graduate School will develop and coordinate processes in which this policy is implemented and 


subsequently managed, with the following considerations in mind. Throughout the remainder of this 


document “GRE scores” should be taken to mean GRE, GMAT or other comparable standardized test 


scores. 


1. Academic units and the Graduate School will collaborate in defining and listing each Master’s 


degree program for which the decision will be required. 


2. The decision to require (or not to require) GRE scores for each Master’s degree program will be 


formally stated by the academic unit responsible for delivery of the degree program, affirmed by 


the College(s) in which the academic unit resides, and reported to  The Graduate School, where 


the information will be added to the program file. 


3. The decision of the academic unit must include an indication (by formal vote, if necessary) that 


it reflects the views of the graduate faculty appointed in the unit and active in the delivery of 


the Master’s degree program in question.  


4. Where a single academic unit offers multiple Master’s degree programs, the various programs 


must be clearly identified and differentiated, and the policy on GRE scores must be clearly 


stated for each of the Master’s degree programs.  For example, the Warrington College of 


Business Administration offers several different paths to the Master of Business Administration 


(MBA) degree.  Similarly, the College of Medicine offers numerous Master of Science programs.  


Formalized decisions regarding GMAT/GRE score requirements must be established for each 


Master’s degree program.   


5. Academic units will be strongly cautioned that if they advertise or otherwise describe two or 


more programs as being exactly equivalent (e.g. as alternative delivery modes for a single, 


equivalent degree program), a single GRE policy must be established and applied to all programs 


advertised or described as “equivalent” in this context.   


6. The GRE policy must be clearly stated in brochures, web sites or other materials describing the 


Master’s degree program and its admission procedures.  The policy will be stated in the 


appropriate sections of the Graduate Catalogue.  


7. The policy must apply uniformly to all applicants for admission to the particular Master’s degree 


program, and may not be changed within any specified application/admission cycle.  


8. Master’s degree programs that choose not to require GRE scores must clearly inform their 


applicants that other Master’s degree programs at UF may require GRE scores, and that such 


scores are required for all of the University’s Ph.D. programs.  Students admitted to a program 


that does not require GRE scores will not be permitted to transfer to a program that requires 







 


 


such scores, except by means of an application/admission process that provides for the 


submission of scores, as required for all other applicants to the destination program.   


9. Applicants who choose voluntarily to submit GRE scores even if they are not required for 


admission to a particular Master’s degree program may neither be penalized nor advantaged in 


the admission process for that program on the basis of the GRE scores. 


10. The Graduate School will continue to expect that programs requiring the submission of GRE 


scores will use those scores as part of a holistic assessment of applicants, will avoid the use of 


minimum scores, rigid cut points, or other devices that may give undue weight to this single 


element in their admission decisions.  


 








GRADUATE COUNCIL MINUTES 
January 17, 2019 


1:00 PM 
 


GRINTER HALL ROOM 110 
 


MEMBERS PRESENT: Dr. Henry Frierson (Chair), Dr. Karen Bjorndal, Dr. David Bloom, Dr. Joyce Bono, Dr. Raymond 
Issa, Dr. Bruce MacFadden, Dr. Sihong Song, Mr. Seth Assan (GSC representative)  
 
MEMBERS ABSENT: Dr. Jason Blackburn, Dr. Kendal Broad-Wright, Dr. Warren Dixon, Dr. Wendy Graham, Dr. James 
Mcleskey, Dr. Lori Pennington-Gray, Mr. Glen Billesbach (GSC alternate)  
 
GUESTS PRESENT: Dr. Alyson Adams (College of Education), Dr. Hai-Ping Cheng (College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences), Dr. Jamie Foster (College of Agricultural and Life Sciences), Dr. Matthew Gurka (College of Medicine), Mr. 
Aaron King (Distance and Continuing Education), Dr. Brian Marchman (Distance and Continuing Education), Mr. Robert 
McGarrah (Office of Admissions), Dr. Tom McMorrow (College of Education) Mr. Lee Morrison (Office of the University 
Registrar), Dr. Sharlynn Sweeney (Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering), Dr. Hans Van Oostrom (Herbert Wertheim 
College of Engineering) 
 
STAFF PRESENT: Dr. Paul Duncan, Ms. Gann Enholm, Mr. Matt Mitterko, Dr. Judy Traveis, Ms. Patty Van Wert, Ms. 
Stacy Wallace 
  
The meeting was called to order at 1:03 p.m. 
 
I.          ACTION ITEMS: 
 


1. Minutes from the December 13, 2018, Graduate Council meeting.  A motion to approve was made, seconded, 
and passed unanimously. 


 
CERTIFICATES: 
 
2. Proposal from the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences for a new graduate certificate in 


Environmental Microbiology (#12418).  Dr. Jamie Foster was present for discussion via Zoom.  Dr. Foster 
explained that their unit has had a successful online master’s degree focusing on medical microbiology that began 
about four years ago.  They now want to attract a new audience to their master’s program and feel this certificate 
may be a way to do that.  The certificate will offer students coursework in emerging areas and making it 
accessible to non-degree seeking students will hopefully attract them to complete their master’s in the online 
microbiology program.     
GC Member: I have a question about the Requirements for Admission section.  I understand credits earned 
earlier can transfer to the graduate certificate.     
Dr. Foster: We understand that credits can technically expire.   
GC Member: Does that mean you would accept credits that had been earned six years previously? 
Dr. Foster: Correct.  That’s what we do for our master’s programs and we wanted the requirements for the 
certificate to match.   
Dr. Duncan: We will work with the unit to make that language clearer.   
GC Member: What is the difference between a concentration and a certificate? 
Dr. Duncan: A concentration is earned as part of the graduate degree.  A graduate certificate is a freestanding 
credential that likewise appears on a transcript. 
GC Member: Who verifies each? 
Dr. Duncan: The Graduate School does not monitor these.  When a certificate is created, the Graduate Council 
approves those.  However, the enrollment, management, and verification of completion are all handled at the unit 
level.   
A motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously.   
 
 


 







3. Proposal from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences for a new graduate certificate in Theory, Modeling, 
and Computation of Molecules and Materials (#12868).  Dr. Hai-Ping Cheng was present for discussion.  A 
motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously. 


 
4. Proposal from the Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering for a new graduate certificate in Wetland 


Sciences (#11865).  Dr. Sharlynn Sweeney was present for discussion.  Dr. Duncan explained that this refers to 
certificate that has been offered in various forms for a decade, but its location administratively has been subject to 
discussion.  This proposal has a long history, and is an effort to clean up management of the certificate. 
A motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously.     


 
5. Proposal from the Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering for a new graduate certificate in Engineering 


Project Management (#12890).  Dr. Hans van Oostrom was present for discussion.  A motion to approve was 
made, seconded, and passed unanimously 


 
6. Proposal from the Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering for a new graduate certificate in Engineering 


Education (#12967).  Dr. Hans van Oostrom was present for discussion. 
GC Member: Is there a market for faculty who have strength in this area? 
Dr. van Oostrom: There are now several programs that offer PhDs in this area.  We may move in that direction 
as well but wanted to start with the certificate.  Teaching engineering has a lot of unique aspects to it.   


      GC Member: Was the College of Education consulted? 
      Dr. van Oostrom: There are two consults included.   


     GC Member: I notice one of the consults is Kent Crippen, who is very involved with STEM. 
     A motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously. 
 
CONCENTRATIONS: 
 
Proposals 7-10 were reviewed as one.  Motions to approve were made, seconded, and passed unanimously.   
 


7. Proposal from the College of Education for a new concentration in Educational Technology for the Ed.D. in 
Curriculum and Instruction and the Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction (#13106).  Dr. Alyson Adams was 
present for discussion. 


 
8. Proposal from the College of Education for a new concentration in Educational Technology for the Ed.S. in 


Curriculum and Instruction (#13107).  Dr. Alyson Adams was present for discussion. 
 


9. Proposal from the College of Education for a new concentration in Educational Technology for the M.A.E. 
and M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction (#13105).  Dr. Alyson Adams was present for discussion. 


 
10. Proposal from the College of Medicine for a modification to the name and curriculum of the concentration 


in Health Outcomes and Policy for the Ph.D. in Medical Sciences (#13325).  Dr. Matthew Gurka was present 
for discussion.  A motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously. 


 
11. Proposal from the College of Medicine for a modification to the name and curriculum of the concentration 


in Health Outcomes and Policy for the M.S. in Medical Sciences (#13304).  Dr. Matthew Gurka was present 
for discussion.  A motion to approve was made, seconded, and passed unanimously. 


 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE: 


 
12. Establish a nominating committee to create the ballot for new members to serve on Graduate Council for 


2019-2022.  The outgoing members are Dr. Bloom, Dr. Issa, Dr. Bjorndal, Dr. MacFadden, and Mr. Assan.  These 
members will meet to create a slate of prospective new members. Graduate School staff will reach out to assist 
with the process..      


 
 
 
 
 







 
 
 
II.     DISCUSSION ITEM: 
 


13. Continued discussion on the Graduate Record Examinations.  Dr. Paul Duncan and Mr. Matt Mitterko were 
present for discussion.  Dr. Frierson explained that this discussion is a continuation of those begun at earlier 
Graduate Council meetings regarding whether to allow academic units the option to decide for themselves 
whether to require GRE scores at the master’s level.  The programs would have to specify early on whether they 
were going to require the GRE, but not in perpetuity.  Another element is that the unit would not be able to require 
the GRE of any one student but not others.   
Dr. Duncan: In our previous discussions, members of the Graduate Council asked for information on the 
requirement of the GRE at our peer institutions.  We have a handout with a summary of what we learned by 
looking at graduate catalogs or by calling colleagues.  I was surprised by these findings, mostly by the small 
number of institutions at the peer level that have a global requirement parallel to ours… a policy requiring that 
everyone applying for admission to a graduate program must have GRE scores.  What is more common is the kind 
of pattern of movement that we are exploring now that offers academic units more autonomy.  If peer institutions 
require the GRE, it is common that the requirement is university wide.  A few schools I spoke with indicated that 
providing GRE scores can be an onerous requirement, such as in places like the Middle East or Africa where it 
can be dangerous for the students to go to a testing center or the internet is unreliable.  Many students take the 
GRE and choose to submit their scores or not.  If we implement a change, in UF policy/requirements there would 
be nothing stopping a student being able to send their GRE scores to UF voluntarily.     
Dr. Duncan: The anticipation with this is that we would have a motion next month.  One of the challenges for 
implementation is that we are going to have to identify program by program what the colleges perceive to be their 
separate graduate degree programs.  For example, there are half a dozen versions of the MBA, and the College of 
Business would have to determine whether that is one program or six.  There will be administrative and 
implementation challenges.   
GC Member: When I asked colleagues, they were overwhelmingly enthusiastic about this.  They are aware that 
the GRE is not good predictor of student success, but there were a few who felt concerned about not requiring the 
GRE and how that could be the loss of a way to identify red flags.  But they mostly felt that leaving the decision 
up to the unit was a positive change.   
GC Member: My unit has had these discussions informally before the issue was raised here, and we were even 
interested in this at the PhD level.   
GC Member: I would advise us to not overweigh the issue of the GRE scores not being good predictors of 
student success because there are range restrictions in the scores and it’s a measurement problem.   
Dr. Duncan: We will work on a motion or statement along the lines of our previous two discussions and the 
handout.  We will strongly emphasize department autonomy and that this change would only affect the master’s 
degree programs.  This is the type of policy change that doesn’t happen very often at UF; in fact, there is not a 
way to make this change in the approval system.  There is some presumption that the Faculty Senate would have 
to be given opportunity to weigh in on this as well even after Graduate Council’s decision.  The President and the 
Provost are interested in this, so regardless of what Graduate Council decides there are more decisions to be made.   
Dr. Frierson: I think most units don’t have apprehension about this, it’s just new for us.  Master’s programs are 
critical, and if competitive programs do not require the GRE and we do, students may see that as a disadvantage of 
UF. 
Dr. Duncan: We can talk with our data management unit here and see if we can have some ideas in place so we 
can get a look at what the application pool is at the program level and whether the selection within the pool 
changes subsequent to a change in policy.  I also want Graduate Council to know that we do appreciate that you 
took the time to talk to your colleagues and consider this thoughtfully.     
  


III.   INFORMATION ITEM: 
  


14. Graduate Programs – Distance or Self-Funded (No new items).  
 


The meeting adjourned at 1:43 p.m. 





		I.          ACTION ITEMS:






Major|Modify_Curriculum for request 13329


Info


Request: Modifications to the Master of Landscape Architecture curriculum
Description of request: The College of Design, Construction and Planning requests to modify the
curriculum of the Master of Landscape Architecture with a major in Landscape Architecture. This
modification will affect the thesis, project option, and combined attributes of the MLA.
Submitter: Maria Gurucharri guruch@ufl.edu
Created: 2/6/2019 12:06:30 PM
Form version: 4


Responses


Major Name
Enter the name of the major. Example: "Mathematical Modeling"


Response:
Landscape Architecture


Major Code
Enter the two-letter or three-letter major code.


Response:
LAE


Degree Program Name
Enter the name of the degree program in which the major is offered.


Response:
Master of Landscape Architecture


Undergraduate Innovation Academy Program
Is this an undergraduate program in the Innovation Academy?


Response:
No


Effective Term
Enter the term (semester and year) that the curriculum change would be effective.


Response:
Fall


Effective Year


Response:
2019







Current Curriculum for Major


Response:
The “Pre MLA” is for graduate students who do not have a bachelor’s degree in landscape
architecture. To gain the required background, these students take undergraduate levelling
courses in their first year and then take the two years of graduate courses. These students are
accepted into the graduate MLA program before they take any of these levelling courses. We
have included the curriculum for the Pre MLA program as well as the MLA program below. Both
routes lead to the same degree, the Master of Landscape Architecture.


Pre MLA Program Curriculum
First Summer
LAA 2360C Principles of Landscape Architecture, 5 credits
LAA 4362 Design Communications for Landscape Architects, 4 credits
LAA 2330 Site Analysis, 3 credits
HOS 5117C Horticultural Plant Morphology and Identification, 3 credits, letter graded


First Year
Fall Semester
LAA 3350C Site Design and Planning Studio, 5 credits
LAA 3420 Landscape Construction I, 5 credits
LAA 2710 History of Landscape Architecture, 3 credits


Spring Semester
LAA 3352C Planting Design Studio, 5 credits
LAA 3421 Landscape Construction II, 5 credits
LAA 2532 Landscape Management, 3 credits
LAA 6231 Landscape Architecture Theory, 3 credits, letter graded


Summer Options
Supervised Internship
LAA 6905 Directed Study, 1-3 credits (max 9), letter graded
LAA 6931 Water Conservation through Site Design and Green Roofs, 3 credits, letter graded
Study Abroad
Option to take URP 6270 Introduction to Planning Information Systems, 3 credits, letter graded,
during Summer B


MLA Program Curriculum (This will either be the second year of study for the Pre MLA students or
the first year for the MLA students who possess a landscape architecture background)
First Year
Fall Semester
LAA 6656C Advanced Landscape Architecture Design, 1-6 credits (max 18), letter graded
LAA 6382 Ecological and Environmental Policy, 3 credits, letter graded
URP 6270 Introduction to Planning Information Systems, 3 credits, letter graded


Spring Semester
LAA 6656C Advanced Landscape Architecture Design, 1-6 credits (max 18), letter graded
LAA 6525L Advanced Landscape Construction Design, 4 credits, letter graded
LAA 6342 Landscape Architecture Criticism, 3 credits, letter graded


Summer Options
Supervised Internship
LAA 6905 Directed Study, 1-3 credits (max 9), letter graded
LAA 6931 Water Conservation through Site Design and Green Roofs, 3 credits, letter graded
Study Abroad


Second Year
Fall Semester
LAA 6656C Advanced Landscape Architecture Design, 1-6 credits (max 18), letter graded







LAA 6979 Terminal Project, 1-6 credit, S/U graded (or LAA 6971 Research for Master’s Thesis, 1-
15 credits, S/U graded)


Spring Semester
LAA 6979 Terminal Project, 1-6 credit, S/U graded (or LAA 6971 Research for Master’s Thesis, 1-
15 credits, S/U graded)
LAA 6322 Project Management for Landscape Architects, 3 credits, letter graded
LAA 6941 Supervised Internship, 3 credits, S/U graded


Proposed Curriculum Changes
Describe the proposed changes to the curriculum. If the change is to offer the program through UF Online, please
explain and attach a letter of support from the Director of UF Online.


Response:
1. Remove HOS 5117C Horticultural Plant Morphology and Identification (3 credits) as a required
course in summer of year 1 for the Pre MLA, and offer it as an elective option in fall of year 1. This
will help lessen the load in the students first semester.
2. Switch LAA 3350c Site Design & Planning (5 credits) from the fall of year 1 for the Pre MLA to
the spring of year 1 and LAA 3352c Planting Design (5 credits) from the spring of year 1 for the
Pre MLA to the fall of year 1. This allows for a better progression of complexity and scale of
course material.
3. Delete LAA 6525L Advanced Landscape Construction Design (4 credits) as students already
have two construction classes. Add a 3 credit elective.
4. Increase LAA 6322 Project Management from 3 credits to 4 credits to allow for increased
course content - adding a leadership and team management module.
https://secure.aa.ufl.edu/Approval/reports/13522


Pedagogical Rationale/Justification
Describe the rationale for the proposed changes to the curriculum.


Response:
1. The proposed changes address recommendations made by our accreditation board to offer
more electives in our Master of Landscape Architecture (MLA) program. 2. Improve the sequence
of courses for increasing complexity and scale of subject matter (e.g. switching LAA 3350C Site
Design & Planning with LAA 3352C Planting Design).
3. Allows for increased in course content in LAA 6322 Project Management.


Impact on Enrollment, Retention, Graduation
Describe any potential impact of the curriculum changes on students who are currently in the major.


Response:
No impact.


Assessment Data Review
Describe the Student Learning Outcome and/or program goal data that was reviewed to support the proposed
changes.


Response:
Offering more electives in our curriculum will allow us to better support Program Goal 3 by
increasing opportunities for individual specialization.







Academic Learning Compact and Academic Assessment Plan
Describe the modifications to the Academic Learning Compact (for undergraduate programs) and Academic
Assessment Plan that result from the proposed change.


Response:
No changes required.





